IBS TF 12/15/18

”A reliable and compact tray former
which handles the majority of tray styles
in accordance with FEFCO standards.”
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IBS TF 12/15/18
”A reliable and compact tray
former which handle most of
the FEFCO traytypes.”
Fast and reliable:
The machine is of a solid modular construction it erects, folds and
seals die cut corrugates board blanks into trays in many different
styles and sizes with hot melt. The solid frame construction, together with many years’ experience of tool construction, makes the
machine very stable and reliable. The magazine is positioned so it
easily can be filled up during production. It is easy to handle, require
a minimum of maintenance and it can easily be adapted to a new
format sizes. Either to change a fix tool or by using our flexible hand
wheel adjusted format tool. Right- or Left hand out feed direction is
optional.
On request we have as well a Twin-head tray erector that gives twice
the capacity or produces two different tray sizes at the same time.
With its two magazines and tooling, that can be individually controlled, the machine becomes very flexible since two different sizes can
be produced simultaneously. If you choose to run the same size in
both tools you can double the capacity, compared with our standard
TF.
Ideal for:
Machine lines for bakeries, fruit and vegetables cultivation, snacks
industry etc.
Machine range, case sizes and capacaties

Case size
Capacity

TF 12 max

TF 15 max

TF 18 max

800x800 mm

1100x800 mm

1400x800 mm

15-30 cases/min depending on type and size of case.

Specifications:
Air consumption: 600 l/min (FAL – nominal
flow free air)
Air connection: 1/2 inch; 600 kPa.
Electrical: 3x400V AC + N + PE, 50 Hz,
Fuse 16 Amps.
Control: IMC.
Drive: Pneumatic or servo controlled motor.
Weight: 400 kg

Lundgren Machinery AB manufactures machinery and other appliances
primarily for the food-, chemical- and pharma-ceutical sectors. After a
hundred years we can, with a good conscience, safely say that we are
a reliable partner. With us you can expect cutting edge technology, short
lead times, high quality, secure delivery times and not least, a reliable
supplier. Find our contact information and more information about us on
www.lundgrenmachinery.se. More news and all about us via our App at
AppStore and Google play for our latest development´s.
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